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DRONE RECORDS                                                                                                               NEWSFLASH                       JUNE 2014 
 
Dear Droners, here's the 4th update for this year, June 2014  
 
* label news: *   
OUT SOON, PRE ORDER NOW! :  THOMAS DIMUZIO - AMID ZERO ECHO   double-10"  / gatefold cover (Substantia Innominata SUB-20)     € 20.00* * * 
the jubilee-release in our 10"-series, the very first double-10" with gatefold-cover artwork by MARS WELLINK !!  Four intense, dense drone pieces based on electric guitar sounds by this US 
underground legend from San Francisco, releasing experimental drones & post industrial noises since the late 80's - & also working as a well known mastering engineer and sound designer 
(GENCH STUDIOS); lim. 500, clear vinyl 
 
SPECIAL OFFER, ONLY VALID JUNE 2014 :  A homage to one of the greatest 'power-droners' and creators of intoxicating streams amorph acoustic energy: ALL CD items by DANIEL MENCHE  
you can find in the database on www.dronerecords.de have a 30% discount (prices are not changed in the database, just order with note 'discount'!), old price: € 13:00 => new price: € 9.10 !!  
 
HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update:   we are very happy to finally offer the great INVENTIONEN VII collection (DVD & doCD) from Edition RZ, which serves also a stunning 
introduction into contemporary 'new' acousmatic & electro-acoustic music, a collectors vinyl item by AF URSIN ("De Overkant"), a wonderful AIDAN BAKER CD with 'glacial' transcendental dream 
drones, and there are new albums by FENNESZ, SWANS, DANIEL MENCHE (with W.F.COLLINS) on lim. LP, CINDYTALK, ELIANE RADIGUE (unreleased work from 1970 spread on two LPs), 
COH, CLOCK DVA (unique USB stick release), ATRIUM CARCERI (masterful cinematic dark ambient), ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE (incredible environmental sounds on Unfathomless), 
ILLUSION OF SAFETY (also lim. MC), TROUM (re-issue of first MC), FRANCISCO LOPEZ works on sounds from ritual dancer VALENTINA LACMANOVIC with stunning result (CD on Silentes), 
and re-issues of SMALL CRUEL PARTY, TOD DOCKSTADER, PIERRE HENRY (amazing film soundtrack from 1962!), a BASS COMMUNION 4 CD archive box with rare material, and MORTON 
SUBOTNICK works on vinyl...  
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (ma ybe) more unknown stuff:   we love the debut album (LP) of WETTERLÄUTEN on Reue um Reue with their ethno/archaic dronescapes, 
the amazing 4 x MC release by NOGOCIELLA on Voluntary Whores, the psychic pain art of SKIN AREA & JARL ("La petite Mort") LP, the third album by Chicagos CLEARED, another KASSEL 
JAEGER LP on E.Mego with phantastic mysterious drones, 1000SCHOENs "Paintings at the Nightsky" doCD, GIANLUCA BECUZZIs ghostly metaldrones on "B/Haunted" (do-CD), FOR KINGS 
AND QUEENS with Opera singer BARBARA KINDERMANN, the LIBEREZ CD "sane mane surround" from last year, the debut album for Greek composer PANOS ALEXIADIS, the TAIGA 
REMAINS LP with ultra spheric subtle drones, and and and... 
 
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL 
mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening 
to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website. Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de      
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't orde r through the website) to make our work on your ord ers easier & faster and to avoid further delays, th anks a lot !  BEST DRONES !!     BaraKa[H]  

 
 

NR. 
-  TITLE  FORMAT 

-  
LABEL & CAT-

NR  
YEAR? 

-  SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 (AD)VANCE(D) - Flushing the 
Veins  DVD Waystyx Records 

WR30 2007 

the second release for the "post"-VANCE ORCHESTRA project is a DVD with four 
films & new music, combining colourful vivid & floating shapes with field 
recordings and electronic sounds & drones... lovely stuff, contemplative & little bit 
bizarrre as always... comes in nicely designed handmade DVD-box, with colour-
booklet, lim. 300; BACK IN STOCK !  

€15,00   

2 1000SCHOEN - Paintings at the 
Nightsky  do-CD  Nitkie Records patch 

11 2014 

transformations of WW II sounds & objects (for example made on bomb-slivers) 
into a dark but beautiful pulsating drone-soundtrack; the eternally inherited trauma 
of war experiences is set free (like in a therapy) and mutates to uplifting 
transcendental ambiences... six long tracks, lim. 500 and best album for this 
Bremen-based project so far we think !! 

€17,00 www.nitkie.ru 

3 AF URSIN - De Overkant  LP La Scie Doree SCIE 
1314 2014 

Collector's item! - the 5th longplayer of TIMO VAN LUIJKS unique solo-project, 
very subtle somehow nostalgic sounding miniatures performed on old acoustic 
and electronic instruments, very personal and intimate... signed ed. of 150 copies 
in completely handmade & silkscreened recycle-cover 

€39,50 www.lasciedoree.be 
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4 ALEXIADIS, PANOS - Katabasis  LP Rekem Records 
REKEM 05 2014 

debut album for this new Greek composer from Athens - psychoacoustic 
experimental sounds with no tonal relations, based on modular electronics, 
acoustic instrumental sources and environmental recordings,.very nice! lim. 300 

€15,00 rekemrecords.tumblr.com 

5 ALL SIDES - Dedalus  CD Make Mine Music 
MMM036 2007 

back in stock the beautiful debut full-length album of this female 'experimental 
drone ambient' project from Bremen (collaborateur of TROUM and also known as 
ALLSEITS), now hard to find as the label ceased to exist some time ago; lim. 500  

€13,00 www.makeminemusic.co.uk 

6 
ALTIERI, CORRADO / GIANLUCA 
FAVARON - The System of 
Objects  

CD Silentes Minimal 
Editions sme 1361 2013 

inspired by JEAN BAUDRILLARDS book "Le Systeme des Objects" (1968), these 
two Italian experimentalists create atmospheric electronics by the use of many 
field recordings and concrete sounds, finding a way to express the function of 
objects as consumer symbols... quite radical at times, the 7 tracks work on the 
unknown borders of ambient, musique concrete, post industrial & drone music; to 
discover !  

€12,00 www.silentes.net 

7 ANAPHORIA - Escarpments  LP INI.ITU ini.itu 1303 2014 
second LP release on Ini.Itu for this "ethnographic surrealist" (David Toop) from 
USA/Australia, based mainly on the sounds of a Kalan (a trapezoid-shaped 
instrument resembling a hammer dulcimer)...''sticks with heads in the shape of 
lunar crescents; cyclic and elusive sacred waters minimalism'; lim. 250  

€13,00 www.iniitu.net 

8 
ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE - 
Garig Gunak Barlu (AustralOpus 
1)  

CD  Unfathomless U20 2014 

SLAVEK KWI (aka A.M.T.) has again collected some incredible environmental 
audio & re-framed it to three long wondrous tracks (all recordings are from a 
national park in Northern Australia, such as: singing tree in the wind on 
abandoned red beach, screeching parrots, birds in the swamp, echolocation 
sounds of dolphins, mysterious fishsongs, ultrasonic insects, bats & barking 
geckos..); sounds from the best 'composer' in the world, our earth & nature ! lim. 
200  

€14,00 www.unfathomless.net 

9 ATRIUM CARCERI - The Untold  CD Cryo Chamber 
CRYO 005 2013 

newest album by this favored Swedish dark ambient act (previously on Cold Meat 
Industry), presenting a post-apocalyptic and otherworldy trip into the remains of 
long forgotten mysterious cultures, very eerie and cinematic and with an open 
edge for experiments and rougher sounds, this really crosses genre borders and 
creates an often breathtaking atmosphere... 

€14,50 cryochamber.tumblr.com 

10 AUBE - Millenium-R2  CD-R G.R.O.S.S. 
GRRCDR2002 MR2 2002 

minimal & silent remixes from AUBE's "Millenium" series (12 CDs / 2 do-LPs), 
appeared on the AUBE label GROSS in 2002; numbered edition 120 copies, 
excellent design/cover; sound-sources: Water, Fire, Earth, Air; nice recording by 
the master of sampled loops from Japan who sadly died Sept. 2013; last NEW 
copies found !! 

€10,00   

11 BAKER, AIDAN - Aneira  CD Glacial Movements 
GM017 2013 

absolute enchanting 'glacial' ambience, very subtle - melancholic, not from this 
world!; an album of great beauty and we think a masterpiece in AIDAN BAKERs 
discography ! 

€13,00 www.glacialmovements.com 

12 BASINSKI, WILLIAM - Melancholia  LP 
Temporary 
Residence Limited 
TRR326 

2014 first vinyl re-issue of this favoured BASINSKI work from 2003, fading tape-loops 
creating a timeless beauty... re-mastered, gatefold cover, lim. ed.  €20,00 temporaryresidence.com 

13 BASS COMMUNION - Untitled Box  4 x CD BOX Tonefloat tf129 2014 
massive boxset with 4 CDs by STEVEN WILSONs experimental / ambient / drone 
project - a collection of rare tracks & deleted material mainly from vinyl-only 
releases (1998-2012), lim. ed. & 60 page booklet !! 

€45,00 www.tonefloat.com 

14 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - 
(B)Haunted  CD Silentes Minimal 

Editions sme 1362 2014 
re-issue of the material from two rare / deleted releases: 'Haunted' (MC/ CD-R) 
from 2011 and 'B' from Silentes (MC, 2011); experimental, ghostly ambient 
industrial often based on metallic sounds, raw & unpolished, with handplayed 
percussive & noisy outbreaks... think of ORGANUM, droning Z'EV, etc..  

€12,00 www.silentes.net 
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15 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA & FABIO 
ORSI - Dust Tears and Clouds  do-CD  Silentes Minimal 

Editions sme 1359  2013 
two collab albums from 2007 by the hyper-active Italian composers combined on 
one release, showing their more experimental skills: 'Dust Tears and Skinny Legs 
Poets' (unreleased so far, from 2007) + 'Please don't count the Clouds' (re-issue 
of rare 3 x mCDR release plus fourth bonus tracks); lim. 300 with oversized cover 

€13,00 www.silentes.net 

16 BERROCAL, JAC - MDLV  CD Sub Rosa SR345 2014 
new solo-album after 20 years for this French avantgarde trumpet-player who 
worked with STEVEN STAPLETON, PASCAL COMELADE, LOL COXHILL and G. 
TAZARTES amongst many others => powerful free avant/jazz/rock with his 
remarkable voice ; the CD version comes with two bonus tracks 

€13,00 www.subrosa.net 

17 BONNETTA, JOSHUA - Strange 
Lines and Distances  LP + DVD  Experimedia 

explp026  2014 

inspiring two channel audio visual installation, thematically based on the first 
transatlantic radio broadcast (1899 by GUGLIELMO MARCONI) => visuals from 
the transmitting / receiving sites in UK & NL, field recordings, shortwave & 
longwave radio sounds & archive material shape an impressive audio-visual 
landscape of forms & waves & sounds... ; beautiful atmospheric work by this 
Sound Artist and Film-maker from New York; lim. 500, gatefold cover 

€27,50 www.experimedia.net 

18 BORIS - Noise  do-LP Sargent House 2014 
newest album by the versatile doom-drone / psych-punk trio from Japan, their first 
album in three years - "an exploration of the free-spirited experimentation that 
made the band an International cult legend"; OUT IN JUNE 2014 ! 

€29,50 sargenthouse.com 

19 CHALK, ANDREW - Mutsu no 
Hana  10" An'archives 005  2013 

rare 10", a re-issue of a tape from 2011 issued for the victims of Fukushima with 
overdriven overtunes and melancholic synthscapes... silkscreen gatefold cover 
wiht Obi, lim. 250, clear vinyl 

€23,00 anarchives.wordpress.com 

20 CHOCHOS Y MOSCAS - The 
Shake of Fruit to come  MC Voluntary Whores 

[8VOWHO014] 2014 

14th tape on this German tape-label that gained 'cult'-status very quickly => 
radical grindcore & noise from Spain with plenty of very short tracks that all 
transport messages around fruits & Vitamin C, super bizarre stuff again as we love 
it from this label! lim. 50, luxurious / oversized art-cover 21x21cm, orange cassette 
& PE Bag with object (plastic micro fruit slices)  

€8,00 www.voluntarywhores.de 

21 CINDYTALK - 
touchedRAWKISSEDsour  CD Handmade Birds 

HB-069 2014 

new studio album to the 30th (!) anniversary of his famous 'Camouflage Heart' 
album => quite massive and sinister, highly idiosyncratic, abstract ambient 
compositions with a somehow elevating effect, often filled with powerful digital 
distortion and waving field recordings, but there are also wonderful moments of 
yearning and romanticism...  

€13,00 www.handmadebirds.com 

22 CLEARED - Drown  LP Immune Records 
IMMUNE 034 2014 

third album by the beloved 'abstract post-rock drone' duo (STEVEN HESS & 
MICHAEL VALLERA) from Chicago, combining powerful metallic overtune drones, 
guitar wave & post-rock elements and experimental industrial minimalism , like 
MANINKARI this is a great handplayed version of acoustic drone... highly 
recommended again !! 

€18,50 immunerecordings.net 

23 CLOCK DVA - Clock 2  USB-stick  
Anterior Research 
Media Comm ARM 
USB 1  

2013 

finally out soon, NEW media release with NEW studio recordings => three studio 
tracks, 5 remixes, plus 4 video works & extensive PDF document text / images 
(contains 8 x 24bit 48 kHz non compressed audio files - the highest audio quality 
possible); USB-media, first edition of 500 copies; DEFINITELY OUT IN JUNE / 
JULY 2014 !!  

€30,00 www.anteriorresearch.com 

24 COH - To beat  CD Editions Mego 
eMEGO 197 2014 

new album with a main focus on minimal electronic beats and pulses and the 
exploration of the scope when a tone becomes a rhythm and vice versa ... filed 
under: adventurous dance music 

€13,50 www.editionsmego.com 

25 CONTRASTATE - A thousand 
Badgers in Labour  CD 

Black Rose 
Recordings BRCD 
95-1003 

1995 re-release of their legendary second LP from 1990 - this Cd-version contains 2 
bonus-tracks that were not on the original album! BACK IN STOCK  €13,00   
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26 COURTIS, ANLA - Cassetopia  LP INI.ITU ini.itu 1302 2014 

old material rec. 1990-1992 on 4-track by this highly idiosyncratic (unique!) artist 
from Buenos Aires and founding member of the legendary REYNOLS => obscure 
early sound experiments and ambient noises, using tapes & handplayed 
instruments and objects (guitar, bags, bells, broncoespasmo system, pipes, 
turntable, violin, plastic trumpet, music box...), very versatile and unexpectable... 
lim. 250 copies  

€13,00 www.iniitu.net 

27 CYCLOBE - The Visitors  do-CD  Phantomcode NAOS 
04CD 2014 

re-issue of the much requested 2nd album from 2001 by the ex COIL members => 
dark ominous esoteric drones merging electronic and acoustic sources in a 
special way... comes with new artwork & bonus track on extra CD !  

€18,00 www.cyclobe.com 

28 DIMUZIO, THOMAS - Amid Zero 
Echo  do-10" Substantia 

Innominata SUB-20 2014 

four wonderful dense pieces based on electric guitar sounds by this US 
underground legend from San Francisco, releasing experimental drones & post 
industrial noises since the late 80's - & also working as a well known mastering 
engineer and sound designer (GENCH STUDIOS) ; lim. 500, clear vinyl, comes in 
beautiful gatefold cover with artwork by MARS WELLINK; PRE ORDER NOW ! 
RELEASE IN JULY 2014 !!! 

€20,00 www.substantia-innominata.de 

29 DOCKSTADER, TOD - Organized 
Sound: Drone  LP Doxy 2014 

re-issue of (his third LP) album from 1966 by the legendary pioneer of electronic 
music and non-academic musique concrete, with three pieces recorded already 
1961-1963; lim. 500  

€17,00   

30 DOCKSTADER, TOD - Organized 
Sound: Luna Park  LP Doxy 2014 

re-issue of album from 1966 by the legendary pioneer of electronic music and 
non-academic musique concrete, with three pieces recorded already 1960/1961: 
LUNA PARK, TRAVELLING MUSIC, and APOCALYPSE; lim. 500  

€17,00   

31 ESSEIVA, KIKO C. - Resistance a 
l'eau  LP Kukuruku 

Recordings 2012 
first vinyl release for the most promising Swiss "new musique concrete" artist from 
Lausanne with challenging drone-based musique concrete, always surprising, 
changing, turning sounds around... 180 gr., silk-screen cover 

€18,00 www.kukurukurecordings.com 

32 
EYELESS IN GAZA / LOL 
COXHILL - Home Produce: 
Country Bizarre  

CD  NDN Records 37 2003 
re-release of old cassette-only with 20 miniatures from 1982 (Tago Mago) with 
bonus material, showing EIG in their early experimental phase with legendary 
saxophonist LOL COXHILL 

€13,00 www.ndnrecords.com  

33 FAVARON, GIANLUCA - Surfaces  LP 13 (3) SPS1302  2014 

collector's item, lim. 86 only - second release in the 'Private Sounds' - series (one 
sided, coloured vinyl) => G. FAVARON created digital processed, repetitive, 
quasi-rhythmic microsound-patterns derived from smallest particles of object-
sounds (paper, scissors, stones, daily kitchen things), inspired by a series of 
polaroid pictures... a very conceptual release with often surprising result !! 

€16,00 http://13.silentes.it 

34 
FEAR DROP - No. 17: Arctic 
Antiphon - L'imaginaire musical 
des glaces  

mag & CD  Fear Drop LAGR 
017 2014 

new volume of the best French magazine for ambient & experimental music, this 
time on the theme "Imaginary Ice Soundscapes"; feat. interviews with THOMAS 
KÖNER, JANA WINDEREN and A. TEDESCHI (GLACIAL MOVEMENTS), 
diverse articles & reviews (TROUM & AIDAN BAKER / BIOSPHERE / S. 
MATHIEU, etc..) and a CD with exclusive tracks recorded for this issue by 
KÖNER, WINDEREN, COH, MARC NAMBLARD, FINAL, NETHERWORLD, etc.. 
highly recommended, French language 

€12,00 www.feardrop.net 

35 FENNESZ - Becs  LP Editions Mego 
eMEGO 165 2014 

first FENNESZ solo-album since 'Black Sea" (2008), going again more into the 
atmospheric 'abstract pop' direction well-grounded with the famous "Endless 
Summer" album in 2001=> timeless harmonic driftmusic with enough rawness, 
surprising elements and unusual arrangements to fascinate again; feat. diverse 
guest-musicians such as TONY BUCK (THE NECKS); comes in gatefold cover  

€16,00 www.editionsmego.com 

36 FENNESZ - Becs  CD Editions Mego 2014 first FENNESZ solo-album since 'Black Sea" (2008), going again more into the €13,50 www.editionsmego.com 
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eMEGO 165CD atmospheric 'abstract pop' direction well-grounded with the famous "Endless 
Summer" album in 2001=> timeless harmonic driftmusic with enough rawness, 
surprising elements and unusual arrangements to fascinate again; feat. diverse 
guest-musicians such as TONY BUCK (THE NECKS) 

37 
FOR KINGS AND QUEENS & 
BARBARA KINDERMANN - 
Schwarze Himmel von Metall  

CD-R Subterranean Sonic 
02/2014 2014 

poems and fragments from GEORG TRAKL (1887-1914) are sung and spoken by 
professional vocalist BARBARA KINDERMANN, mutated, cut into pieces and 
intermingled with the dark experimental noises of FOR KINGS AND QUEENS - 
again a very expressive and stunning tour de force, carefully constructed; one 
long track 25+ min.  

€8,00 www.subterraneansonic.de 

38 FRANCK, YANNICK / FILIP 
GHEYSEN - Wool-E's Choice  7" Silken Tofu stx.20 2012 

rare vinyl-only release by these two rising drone-composers from Belgium, 
released on the occasion of the Record Store Day 21. April 2012 - limited 110 
copies with download code ! 

€10,00 www.silkentofu.org 

39 FUNCK, STEFAN - So far so Good  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 
ACR 1029 2013 

floating drone-scapes by this Hamburg-based artist, who layers carefully abstract 
& concrete sounds for one hour-long track...."the impression is of travelling very 
slowly by boat on a canal and watching (in this case, listening to) the changes in 
the landscape going by..."; to discover !  

€8,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

40 GHEYSEN, FILIP - Tabletop Guitar  CD / DVD / 
BOOK Silken Tofu stx.26 2013 

discover the details of audio-visual microworlds (revealing macroworlds): debut 
album for this musician & audio artist from Ghent (Belgium), using solely tabletop 
guitar and autoharp, creating quite raw overtune-filled drones, minimally shifting in 
tone & colour... the music is strongly connected with his visual art, paintings, and 3 
video-clips presented on the DVD and the very nice 34 page A5 booklet  

€20,00 www.silkentofu.org 

41 GRASSOW, MATHIAS & THOMAS 
WEISS - Conscience  CD Nextera ERA 2041-2 2006 

'transpersonal ambience' inspired by the human conscience, first collab by these 
two German spiritual ambient composers on the now defunct label from Prague, 
special offer! => "four long tracks leave space to freely morphing soundwaves, 
reflecting both positive spiritual power as well as somewhat murky moods" [Igor 
Novácek] 

€8,00 www.nextera.cz 

42 
HAFLER TRIO - Wolf Sheep 
Cabbage. Episode 1: Evidence 
pertaining to the Destroyer  

7" Somnimage Corp. 
som10009 2003 

rare H30 7" - lim. 333 copies, clear vinyl, special artwork with silver printed 
letterpress-covers & booklet on opaque paper feat. a cryptic text by ANDREW 
Mc.KENZIE; remaining copies with slight damages at OBI strip or cover now for 
reduced price !! SOLD OUT at the label  

€14,50 www.somnimage.com 

43 
HAFLER TRIO - Wolf Sheep 
Cabbage. Episode 2: Evidence 
Pertaining to the Creator  

7"  Sommimage Corp. 
som10010 2004 

rare H30 7" - lim. 333 copies, clear vinyl, special artwork with gold printed 
letterpress-covers & booklet on opaque paper feat. a cryptic text by ANDREW 
Mc.KENZIE; remaining copies with slight damages at OBI strip or cover now for 
reduced price !!  

€14,50 www.somnimage.com 

44 HASEGAWA, HIROSHI / MAMA 
BAER - Scarlet Dream / Khmerzen  LP 

Domestic Violence 
Recordings DVR-
HGA11 

2014 

11th part in the HJULER/MAMA BÄR split LP series (lim. 177 copies): 'Khmerzen' 
is an eerie horror (film?) and alienated pop music sound collage using lots of 
almost unbearable high-pitched voices and cryings, the split side belongs to 
HIROSHI HASEGAWA (of ASTRO and C.C.C.C. fame) with weighty & full 
reverberated dark space noise drones... nice record again in this series from 
PSYCH KG, numbered edition, handsticked cover... 

€20,00 www.psych-kg.de 

45 HENRY, PIERRE - Malefices  LP Cacophonic 
6CACKLP 2013 

complete film-score/soundtrack to a film from 1962 (director HENRI DECOIN) 
(german: 'Das Haus der Sünde'), "a masterpiece of mystifaction art", oscillating 
between classic, subtle film music, experimental electronic sounds & at times 
weird musique concrete...  

€22,00 www.finderskeepersrecords.com 

46 HOLLYWOOD DREAM TRIP - LP Streamline ST1036 2013 first album by this collaborative project of WILL LONG (CELER) and CHRISTOPH 
HEEMANN - super amorph & floating drone-clouds with organ like acoustic 

€20,00   
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Would you like to know more?  colorations and far away field recordings involved... filed under: Dream Drones  

47 HUMAN GREED - Pilgrim: New 
World Homestead  CD Omnempathy 

OMCD01 2006 
the second album of MICHAEL BEGGs exceptional project now in stock... well 
designed experimental synth ambience with a dark / desolate touch and collage 
and earplay elements.. "night music, which ripples with your deepest and darkest 
doubts" 

€13,00 http://omnempathy.com 

48 HUNT, JERRY - Haramand Plane: 
Three Translation Links  CD Pogus Productions 

P21069-2 2013 
one of the most uncategorizable and 'difficult' albums we ever listened to, this 
contains three long pieces from 1993 by this 'marginal explorer of a remote 
terrain'; re-released now by POGUS (originally released by What Next? 
Recordings 1994); still to discover!  

€13,00 www.pogus.com  

49 IDEA FIRE COMPANY - The 
Playground  MC Banned Production 

bp213 2013 rare 4-track MC only release (C-30) by SCOTT FOUSTS wondrous project, on 
Americas finest cassette label €7,50 www.bannedproduction.com 

50 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Surrender  CD-R No Part Of It  2013 

newest release by the strongly returned Chicago-based project, refining the more 
'psychedelic' & experimental ambient/drone path known from the great 'Sweet 
Dreams' 10" - always boundary expanding, often pulsing & with unexpected 
changes & cuts; 8 carefully assembled and wonderfully complex tracks, using all 
kinds of field recodings & electronic sounds... almost 60 min. of material; 
professionally duplicated CD-R wtih full colour cover  

€9,00 nopartofit.blogspot.de 

51 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Surrender  MC No Part Of It  2013 

newest release by the strongly returned Chicago-based project, refining the more 
'psychedelic' & experimental ambient/drone path known from the great 'Sweet 
Dreams' 10" - always boundary expanding, often pulsing & with unexpected 
changes & cuts; 8 carefully assembled and wonderfully complex tracks, using all 
kinds of field recodings & electronic sounds... almost 60 min. of material; this MC 
version if limited to 100 copies !! 

€8,00 nopartofit.blogspot.de 

52 INNER VISION LABORATORY vs. 
NEPENTHE - Ambit  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 

066-2 2014 
eerie alien ambient collaboration by the established Polish project with newcomer 
NEPENTHE => excellent, threatening deep abyss sounds with visionary 
elements... a must for fans of the otherworlds presented by CYCLIC LAW, LOKI, 
MALIGNANT, AURAL HYPNOX...  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

53 
KARINI / PALADINO / SIMON 
FISHER TURNER - Ghosts of 
Industrial Sunday  

CD + DVD  13 (3) SPS1303 2014 

The Poetry of Iron: short film by MARIA ASSUNTA KARINI & FRANCESCO 
PAOLO PALADINO (film-makers with participations at Cannes & Venice film 
festivals) feat. a soundtrack by SIMON FISHER TURNER (known as DEREK 
JARMAN film-composer, etc.), capturing the essence of 'empty' industrial working 
places normally filled by professional workers, showing the unreal, dreamy 
atmosphere there... comes with 20 p. full colour A5 booklet with great shots from 
the film, and extra material on the CD  

€15,00 http://13.silentes.it 

54 KASSEL JAEGER - Toxic 
Cosmopolitanism  LP Editions Mego 

eMEGO 183 2014 

two new side-long pieces by the rising Swiss-French composer, using for each 
side the same source materials (instrumental sounds from different cultures, like 
balafon, tremolo, gnbri, gee, tibetan gongs, pan flutes)... this sounds like music 
coming from another planet, mysterious drones, crackles, hums, metallic tones, 
melodies...very dense, thick and slow.. great immersive album again for this 
member of the GRM (Groupe des Recherches Muscales) from Paris !!  

€16,00 www.editionsmego.com 

55 LEGENDARY PINK DOTS & CEVIN 
KEY - 9 Lives to Wonder  DVD Metropolis MET 822 2012 

a 80 minutes long film by CEVIN KEY (SKINNY PUPPY) with material from 1993 
documenting the recording sessions for "9 Lives to Wonder" in a remoted 16-track 
studio (De Klaverland) in the 'wild east' of the Netherlands, when they were in a 
most psychedelic / spaced out mode... and mood'! "It was crowded, a 24 hour 
party, much curry was imbibed, the air itself was perfumed" [E. KA-SPEL]; a great 
personal insight into the world of LPD 20 years ago!! 

€17,50 www.metropolis-records.com 
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56 LIBEREZ - Sane Men Surround  CD Alter ALT 10  2013 

a late discovery, these eerie & strange post industrial tunes from UK on the label 
of LUKE YOUNGER (HELM; BIRDS OF DELAY), using violins, pulsing / rhythmic 
electronics, distorted female voice and heavily / heavenly rumbling feedbacks, but 
also more mellow & melodic structures appear, quite surreal and abysmal, 
creating lots of tension and contrasts between silent & noise parts... highly 
recommended !! 

€13,00 alterstock.blogspot.de 

57 LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Azoic Zone  CD Geometrik GR-003 2004 

re-release of the (very first!) LOPEZ-CD from 1993, a lonely deepsea dronescape 
and trip into the unknown inspired by the organisms of abyssal underwater zones, 
using original material from ILLUSION OF SAFETY, DAVID MYERS, JOHN 
HUDAK, M. GENDREAU, ZAN HOFFMAN and others from the 90's network of 
that time.. a true masterpiece, back in stock !! 

€13,00 www.geometrikrecords. 

58 
LOPEZ, FRANCISCO with 
VALENTINA LACMANOVIC - 
With/In  

CD  Silentes Minimal 
Editions sme 1360  2013 

highly interesting collaboration by FRANCISCO LOPEZ with dancer, choreograph 
& ritual dance researcher VALENTINA LACMANOVIC using sounds from her 
body, breath, clothes and surrounding space during a sufistic whirling dance, 
resulting in one subtle one-tracker with amazing effect and sounds: great idea and 
realization, trailer on: valentinalacmanovic.com/gallery.html 

€12,00 www.silentes.net 

59 MACHINEFABRIEK - Dubbeltjes  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
063-2 2014 

compilation of rare works from mostly deleted releases (11 tracks recorded 2008-
2013), showing the wide range of MACHINEFABRIEKS musical territory, often 
focusing on specific sounds or certain instruments, more like studies for exploring 
acoustic objects...a very nice collection and good starting point to explore 
MACHINEFABRIEKs sound dimension. lim. 300  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

60 MANINKARI - Art des Poussieres  LP Conspiracy Records 
CORE069 2008 

last copies back in stock of the (vinyl only) debut LP by the dazzling French 
'acoustic drone' duo (=> also recently on our 'Drone-Mind Vol. 3 comp) , on the 
now disfunctioned Conspiracy label... lim. 400  

€16,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com 

61 MARE DI DIRAC - Tupilaq  CD Greytone (Grey014)  2014 

promising debut album of a 'ritual drone' newcomer from Italy, improvising with an 
'old church organ, didgeridoo, Tibetan bells, marine trumpet, rain drum & other 
elements' => very intuitive contemplation muzak ranging from very silent breathing 
parts to more free almost jazzy passages, all handplayed and sounding very 
organic.. to discover ! 

€13,00 www.greytone.eu 

62 

MENCHE, DANIEL / WILLIAM 
FOWLER COLLINS - Raised Coils 
of the Giant Serpent of Eternity / I 
Heard only the Eternal Storm  

LP Sige Records 
SIGE028LP 2014 

split album by drone-master DANIEL MENCHE with WILLIAM FOWLER COLLINS 
(Mills Collage Sound Artist, known from Type Rec., etc..) inspired by the famous 
atheist 'Speech of the Dead Christ' in JEAN PAULs 'Siebenkäs' (1796) => waving 
drone-clouds based on wind instruments only (pipe organ, trumpets, tubas, 
trombones..) which move towards dissolution & instrumental/object sound with 
heavy reverberation....lim. 270 only !! 

€21,50 sigerecords.blogspot.de 

63 MONOPIUM - Mesmerized  CD Beast of Prey BOP 
6.4 2009 

debut album for this remarkable Polish project exposing a quite unique 
experimental music based on a dadaistic & cut-up processing of various styles 
(jazz, folk), often bizarre, strange and somehow hallucinogenic, somewhere 
between COLUMN ONE & BIOTA? Lim. 500 with artwork by ROBERT 
SCHALINSKI  

€13,00 www.beastofprey.com 

64 MUSLIMGAUZE - Chasing the 
Shadow of Bryn Jones 1983-1988  

10 x LP BOX 
& BOOK  

Vinyl-On-Demand 
VOD 121 2014 

this incredibly designed 10-LP box contains all original MUSLIMGAUZE LP 
releases from 1983-1988 (incl. rare 7", 12" & cassettes), plus a luxurious 208p. 
book with full biography on BRYN JONES and a CD compiled by Charles Powne 
(Soleilmoon) + huge A1 poster; presented in a book-like folder & extra box, this is 
probably VODs most impressive & extraordinary release yet and the definite 
collectors item for any MG-fan!! Orders from us receive a rare MG bonus surprise 

€225,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com 
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12", only available from Drone Rec.! 

65 NADJA - Radiance of Shadows  CD 
Broken Spine 
Productions 
BSPR03 

2014 
re-issue of deleted album from 2007, exploring post-apocalyptic atmospheres and 
visions - "three 20+ minute tracks, each perfectly balanced between suffocating 
crush and hazy dreamy bliss.." [Aquarius Rec.] 

€13,00 www.brokenspineprods.com 

66 
NOGOCIELLA - Satanismo Di 
Basilica Concattedrale Di San 
Marino  

4 x MC Voluntary Whores 
VOWHO015  2014 

epic release (240 min.!) spread on 4 cassettes with recordings of Satanistic rituals 
(often based on viciously processed and alienated religious chants) by the 
mysterious CHRISTINE NOGOCIELLA from Italy; lim. 50 and only available from 
Drone Records !! Comes with 21 x 21cm colour cover & small 'ritual object' made 
out of metal !! 

€18,00 www.voluntarywhores.de 

67 NULL, KK / ISRAEL MARTINEZ / 
LUMEN LAB - Terra Incognita  LP Aagoo Records 

AGO 067 2013 
stunning collab works between the Japanese digi noise master and these two 
Mexican brothers => electronic patterns that change & pulse in any direction, well 
arranged & structured with hallucinogenic effect....  

€14,00 www.aagoo.com 

68 NURSE WITH WOUND / ARANOS -  
Santoor Lena Bicycle  do-LP Tourette Records 

tourette 038 2014 
luxurious re-masterd vinyl re-issue of the second collaboration with Czech violinist 
ARANOS (CD on United Dairies from 2001) with a side-long bonus piece! => lim. 
440 copies, clear vinyl, gatefold cover and lovely 8 page 12 x 12" booklet 
displaying many of the original cover paintings, all in full colour !! 

€25,00 www.touretterecords.com 

69 OM - Conference of the Birds  CD Holy Mountain 
5QXF3 2006 

second album by the ex-SLEEP - '"This is one of the most immaculate, hypnotic 
and powerful albums I have heard for many many many years." [David Tibet, 
Current 93] 

€14,50 www.holymountain.com 

70 OM - Variations on a Theme  CD Holy Mountain 
77525 2005 first album by the ex-SLEEP, three epic tracks of very cool & groovy, highly 

minimal, hypnotic doom/stoner rock with meditative qualities €14,50 www.holymountain.com 

71 POST SCRIPTVM - Benommenheit CD Tesco Org TESCO 
092 2014 

5th album of this Russian/ U.S. apocalyptic industrial project confronting you with 
really creepy and sluggish sounds of agony and pain... seeing 'earthly existence 
as a ghostly, tenebrous moment between eternities'... excellent slow pulsing 
industrial collages, distorted, alienated.... somewhere between REUTOFF, WOLF 
EYES, GENOCIDE ORGAN...  

€14,50 www.tesco-germany.com 

72 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Opus 17  do-LP Alga Marghen plana-
R alga045 2013 

another great studio work previously unreleased: OPUS 17 from 1970, consisting 
of 5 long 'scenes', was her last work composed from feedback and 'found sound' 
(long tape-loops) material; premiered on May 23rd, 1970 at an art festival in 
Verderonne (France) where everyone was dressed in white; lim. 400 gatefold 
cover with incredible photos from the event and extensive liner notes by 
EMANUEL HOLTERBACH 

€36,50   

73 
RAISON D'ETRE - In Sadness, 
Silence & Solitude (expanded 
edition)  

do-CD  :retortae: elixier 4 2014 
"Mammoth stone walls stretching high into the unknown..." - expanded re-edition 
of this mystic dark ambient masterpiece from 1997 (4th full album of RAISON 
D'ETRE), includes one full disc of unreleased material from the same period; lim. 
400 

€17,50 retortae.bandcamp.com 

74 RESIDENTS - Santa Dog  do-7" Superior Viaduct 
SV072  2014 

first time vinyl re-issue of their legendary debut-release from 1972, four tracks & 
gatefold cover => " a fully-formed avant-garde pastiche of musique concrète, 
Raymond Scott-esque exotica, television sound effects, and their own mutilated 
take on rock n' roll" !!  

€18,00 www.superiorviaduct.com 

75 
REUDENBACH, MICHAEL - 
Szenen, Standbilder, Werke 1991-
2009 

do-CD  Edition RZ 10021-22 2013 
first collection of 12 works (1991-2009) by this German composer from Aachen, 
known for his sparsely instrumented pieces often on the border to audibility, when 
silence expands to infinity... 125 min. playtime, nice double digipack with 22p. 
booklet 

€21,50 www.edition-rz.de 

76 ROSS, DAVID & CLIVE BELL - LP INI.ITU ini.itu 1304 2014 British duo also known as TWINKLE with jazz / impro / world music roots, creating €13,00 www.iniitu.net 
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Recovery Suite  hard to categorize ethno-electronica / fourth world ambient landscapes with the 
extensive use of the Shakuhachi, a Japanese bamboo flute, "dystopic lounge 
ambiance" the label calls it; very curious, unique music... lim. 250  

77 SAAAD - Deep/Float  LP Hands in the Dark 
HITD021 2014 

debut vinyl album of this ambient/drone group from Toulouse, France => 
extremely amorph and wavering immersion-drones with erotic connotations and a 
deeply melancholic touch... very nice cover art; lim. 300, clear vinyl  

€18,00 handsinthedarkrecords.tumblr.com 

78 SEIROM - And the Light 
swallowed everything  LP Burning World 

Records BWR037 2014 

"If Sofia Coppola would make Lost In Translation II this would be the soundtrack" - 
second album by this 'bombastic shoegaze ambient' outfit with a black metal & 
post-industrial background (also active as GNAW THEIR TONGUES and DE 
MAGIA VETERUM), heavenly electronic ambience in the early 4AD way enriched 
with noise and rawness like being on the border to explosion.... vinyl version 
comes with CD of the same album  

€18,00 burningworldrecords.com 

79 
SIGMARSSON, SIGTRYGGUR 
BERG - For Einar Jonsson (1874-
1954) 

BOOK & 
CD-R 

Some (no catalogue 
nr.)  2014 

"I'm on holiday - From what? - .. everyting" - another lovely weird item by the 
lovely weird SIGTRYGGUR SIGMARSSON: a self published, full colour printed 
catalogue / magazine collecting all kinds of art (photos, drawing, paintings, 
poems) by him collected 1997-2014; edition of 100 numbered copies, the first 50 
copies incl. a CD-R with a 14 min. shimmering drone piece dedicated to the 
Icelandic sculptor EINAR JONSSON; 56 pages, A4 format 

€16,00   

80 SKIN AREA & JARL - La Petite 
Mort  LP Malignant Records 

TUMORLP72 2014 

strong collaboration LP by Drone Rec. artist JARL (see MIND-01 LP) and the 
always impressing psycho-industrialists SKIN AREA both from Sweden => 4 
tracks of eerie, minimal, pulsative industrial dronescapes with alienated/fragile 
voice, analysing the deepest drives, fears and guilt complexes of our 
unconsciousness.. really disturbing stuff! Lim. 220, comes with 13 thick/oversized 
colour artwork cards by MARTIN BLADH of IRM /SKIN AREA. Masterpiece! 

€20,00 www.malignantrecords.com 

81 SMALL CRUEL PARTY - Unroof 
the House of the Fishes  LP Harbinger Sound 

harbinger 114 2014 

re-issue of a rare C-46 tape from 1993 (on AUBEs label G.R.O.S.S.) which still 
sounds great with super mysterious field recordings and object sounds & drones... 
re-mastered by SCOTT KONZELMANN / CHOP SHOP, new artwork, printed 
inlay, feat. a passage from H.D.THOREAUs "Walden"... this is the perfect 
soundtrack to it !  

€18,00   

82 STAR TURBINE - Inner Space / 
Outer Space  CD-R Attenuation Circuit 

ACC 1011 2013 

the duo of SINDRE BJERGA (Norway) and CLAUS POULSEN (Denmark) doing 
experimental, floating ambience with enough concrete edges & unusual sounds, 
working with everything the are getting in their hands it seems (metal objects, 
radio sounds, guitar, prepared amplified objects, electronic sources...), all is 
handplayed, improvised and often quite rough... (based on live recordings from 
two performances in Hamburg and Aalborg, Denmark, April 2012); comes in DVD 
case with translucent cover 

€8,00 www.attenuationcircuit.de 

83 SUBOTNICK , MORTON - Silver 
Apples of the Moon  LP Karl Records KR 

014 2014 

first vinyl re-issue of SUBOTNICKs masterpiece from 1967, a milestone of 
electronic music; created on a self-built modular electronic system he invented 
with DONALD BUCHLA and RAMON SENDER; "a fascinating vocabulary of 
points, glissandi, spatters, hisses, whistles and sirens..." [Allmusic.com]; lim. 500, 
pressed on 180 gr. vinyl  

€18,00 www.karlrecords.net 

84 SUDDEN INFANT - Holes of Glory  MC Raubbau RAUB-020 2014 
a dark & experimental 'sexually explicit' industrial soundtrack inspired by WILLIAM 
FRIEDKINs film "Crusing" (1980), retelling the story of a serial-killer in New York 
City's homosexual / SM scene of the 70's... ; lim. 100, C-60, professional cover & 
duplication with MP3 download card 

€9,00 www.raubbau.org 

85 SUDDEN INFANT - Wölflis LP Voodoo Rhythm 2014 JOKE LANZ dedicated his new album to the legendary Swiss schizophrenic 'Art €15,50 www.voodoorhythm.com 
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Nightmare  VR1282 Brut' artist ADOLF WÖLFLI and created a swampy industrial rock masterpiece, 
the labels calls it "Industrial Brachial Minimal Blues Noise"; the vinyl version 
comes with CD copy of the same album  

86 SWANS - Burning World  LP 1972 IF26 2014 

first ever vinyl re-issue of their one "major-only" album from 1989, feat. JARBOE, 
BILL LASWELL, FRED FRITH, moving completely away from their dissonant 
industrial noise-rock beginnings to a more acoustic & folk-influenced style.. feat. 
JARBOE, BILL LASWELL, FRED FRITH and many more guest musicians; comes 
on 180gr. vinyl with lyric sheet 

€27,50   

87 SWANS - To be Kind  3 x LP  
Young God Records 
YG46 / Mute Artists 
Ltd. STUMM 364 

2014 

their new monstrous masterpiece, highly praised by everyone => "epic sonic 
sprawl, droned out and psychedelic, hypnotic and heavy, more sound than song, 
impossibly abstract, and yet utterly entrancing, like a twisted, more avant garde 
abstract GODSPEED mutated into some sort of dense, blackened, gloriously 
majestic, and yet strangely minimal demonic drone-dirge songsuite" [Aquarius 
Records] 

€30,00 www.mute.com 

88 SWANS - To be kind  do-CD / 
DVD  

Mute Records 
LCDSTUMM364 / 
Young God YG46 

2014 

their new monstrous masterpiece, this is the lim. do-CD version with a bonus DVD 
feat. a live / festival performance from 2013 with almost 110min. of filmed material 
in b/w => "epic sonic sprawl, droned out and psychedelic, hypnotic and heavy, 
more sound than song, impossibly abstract, and yet utterly entrancing, like a 
twisted, more avant garde abstract GODSPEED mutated into some sort of dense, 
blackened, gloriously majestic, and yet strangely minimal demonic drone-dirge 
songsuite" [Aquarius Records] 

€22,50 www.mute.com 

89 TAIGA REMAINS - Works for 
Cassette  LP Helen Scarsdale 

Agency HMS026 2014 

final release (under this name) by ALEX COBBs outstanding 'emotional / 
shimmering drone' project, often based on guitar and bell sounds; these are early 
recordings from 2007 + 2008 which appeared only on Cassette so far, spreading 
deeply nostalgic low-fi drones and spheric reverberations, slow and hazy... for 
fans of: ANDREW CHALK, W. BASINSKI, NATURAL SNOW BUILDINGS... 

€16,50 
https://soundcloud.com/helen-
scarsdale/taiga-remains-theres-
nothing 

90 TOOP, DAVID - Mondo Black 
Chamber  do-CD  Sub Rosa SR385 2014 

the complete works released on Sub Rosa from 1996-2003 [incl. the deleted '37th 
Floor at Sunset' (2000) and 'Black Chamber' (2003) albums] by the famous British 
writer ('Ocean of Sound', etc.), musician & composer 

€16,00 www.subrosa.net 

91 TROUM - Dreaming Muzak  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
074-2 2014 

"The soundtrack to your Dreams" - re-mastered re-issue of TROUMs first full 
length release (came out as lim. MC on Cling Film Records, at the same time as 
the RYNA CD in Oct. 1998) with recordings from 1997, for the first time as regular 
CD => two long amorph droning soundtracks to be played during your dreams in 
endless mode... lim. 350 copies with new cover artwork  

€13,00 www.zoharum.com 

92 
TROUM - The Tjukurrpa Trilogy 
(parts 1-3): Harmonies, Drones, 
Rhythms & Pulsations  

3 x CD  Transgredient 
Records TR-01a-b-c 2004 the whole TJUKURRPA trilogy (released 2001-2003) special priced, containing 

the very last copies of Tjukurrpa 1; comes with bonus sticker & in circle design  €29,00 www.troum.com  

93 ULLMANN, JAKOB - Fremde Zeit 
Addendum 4 - Solo III für Orgel  CD  Edition RZ 1029 2013 

additional release to the 'Fremde Zeit' 3 CD box with a solo piece for organ, 
recorded 2012 in a church in Neresheim (Bavaria) => 66min. long one-tracker 
filled with a fragile, hyper minimal overtune drone that changes slowly over the 
time, silently waving and shimmering, with occasional supplemental sounds 
appearing... great piece ! 

€12,00 www.edition-rz.de 

94 UNDER THE SNOW - The 
Background Noise  LP 13 (3) SPS1301  2013 

collector's item, lim. 86 only - the project of Italians STEFANO GENTILE & 
GIANLUCA FAVARON on a one-sided (grey marbled) LP with intimate / concrete 
micro-sounds, raw single guitar tones & subtle drones.. nice fold out cover & 
postcard 

€16,00 http://13.silentes.it 
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95 V.A. - EIDOLON. A Tribute to 
REUTOFF CD Old Europa Cafe 

OECD 189 2014 

exclusive remixes and re-workings of REUTOFF material by: ATRIUM CARCERI, 
CISFINITUM, DESIDERII MARGINIS, WERMUT, DEUTSCH NEPAL, TROUM, 
SVARTSINN, SAL SOLARIS; etc... plus a collaboration track by DEUTSCH 
NEPAL & REUTOFF; excellent stuff from the dark ambient, drone and post-
industrial regions of the current underground scene, lim. 400  

€13,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com 

96 V.A. - Es läuten die Glocken  CD E-Klageto 
EXKLAGETO 11 2014 

genre-conneting compilation with mainly Japanese artists ranging from 70's 
psychedelic rock to experimental electronics, feat. the legendary MARBLE SHEEP 
(anyone remembering Jean-Herve PERON in Schiphorst?), TYLEAN, UP-TIGHT, 
KARL BÖSMANN, ULTRA MILKMAIDS & HARRIS PILTON, CONTAGIOUS 
ORGASM, ATTRITION, ERIC LUNDE, HIROSHI HASEGAWA, etc... on the 
PSYCH.KG sublabel Exklageto  

€10,00 www.psych-kg.de 

97 V.A. - INVENTIONEN VII : 30 Jahre 
Inventionen 1982-2012  

do-CD & 
DVD-BOX Edition RZ 3006-8 2012 

great jubilee edition of the Berlin based 'new music' festival with 310 min.(!) of 
dolby surround material on the DVD feat. mainly exclusive long pieces / 
recordings by HANS TUTSCHKU (genius!), IANNIS XENAKIS (from 1982!), 
FRANCIS DHOMONT, HANNA HARTMAN, GILLES GOBEIL, etc.. + a 75 min. 
recording of a TREVOR WISHART piece (2010), plus CD re-issues of three very 
early deleted Ed. RZ LPs: RICARDO MANDOLINI (1982) and the two 
INVENTIONEN LPs from 1985; comes in nice box with 68p. booklet !! 

€29,00 www.edition-rz.de 

98 
V.A. - Sounds of Silence - The 
Most Intriguing Silences in 
Recording History!  

LP 
Alga Marghen plana 
VA alga046 / Sound 
Houses 
FRACFC003 

2014 

hyper obscure compilation collecting "silence" pieces 1957-2002 from artists as 
diverse as ANDY WARHOL, WHITEHOUSE, ROBERT WYATT, CRASS, JOHN 
LENNON & YOKO ONO, JOHN DENVER, YVES KLEIN & CHARLES WHIP, 
AFRIKA BAMBAATA, CICCONE YOUTH, etc.. + material from many "Unknown 
Artists" from weird 7"es, etc.. comes with extensive liner-notes about the historical 
background and purpose of the "tracks" and releases... lim. 500, gatefold cover, 
printed inlay  

€22,00   

99 WETTERLÄUTEN - same  LP Reue um Reue 
RUR035 2014 

excellent debut LP for this South German trio, creating evocative and visionary 
dronescapes with great suction and width, using electro-Cinese Guqin zither, 
guitars, electronics, synths, organs, gongs... "from dreamy sunset drones to heavy 
pre-storm electricity to apocalyptic orchestral deluge"; lim. 272 copies, comes with 
lovely full colour fold out sleeve and 6 full colour postcards showing landscapes, 
geological forms, plants and animals in a surrealistic way 

€15,00 www.tutrur.com 

100 WIESE, KLAUS - Baraka  CD Nextera era2042-2 2007 
re-release of a MC from 1981(!), re-mastered and re-designed => natural 
therapeutic meditation music played on Tibetan Singing Bowls, Tambura, Zither, 
Ney, Bells, Voices.. back in stock, special offer now !  

€8,00 www.nextera.cz 
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